Teacher Resource Items

TO PLACE AN ORDER:
913-209-0207
alaine.hudlin@ks.gov

Perishable Items Available:
Plants and Seeds: (contact for all plants available)
  Fall and Spring: Parsley, Parsnip, Dill
Mealworms - Anytime
Owl Pellets – Anytime
Tadpoles – contact for availability

Nonperishable Items: 2 Week Free Checkout
The following items can be included in a kit or as a single item

Insects and Invertebrates – see photos for more details
Insect Plastomounts - butterfly life cycle
Spider - plastomounts and preserves
Insect Diagrams – resin life cycles
  Butterfly, Mealworm, Praying Mantis, Dragonfly
Ant Life Cycle Diorama
Bee Life Cycle Diorama
Fresh Water Mussel Shells
Collection Materials for live specimen collecting
Books, Posters, and Activities

Fish
Plastomount Fish Skeleton and Dissection
Rubber Prints
Books, Posters, and Activities
Amphibians and Reptiles

**Plastomount specimens** - frog skeleton, snake & snake skeleton, lizard skeleton, turtle life cycle

**Resin models of amphibians**

- Bullfrog Articulated Skeleton
- Frog Resin Life Cycle
- Turtle Shells
- Turtle Skeleton

**Shed Snake Skin**

**Snake Mount** – timber rattlesnake and kingsnake

**Related Books, Posters, and Activities**

**Frog Kit** – will include
- Life Cycle Set
- Skeleton
- Frog and Toad Resin (rubber) model
- Tape of Frog and Toad Calls
- Books and Activity Pages

**Turtle Kit** – will include
- Life Cycle Set
- Turtle Shells
- Turtle Skeleton
- Turtle Resin Model
- Books and Poster

**Plants**

**Rubber Leaf Kit** – numerous rubber leaves for study and stamping over 50 trees represented

**Rubber Plant Kit** – seed head, leaves, and stem of

**Tree Cookie Set** – learn to count rings, see damage points

**Plastomounts of Poison Ivy**

**Books, Posters and Activities**

**Rocks and Fossils**

**Rock and Mineral Set** – 50 specimens

**Fossils Replica Set**

**Fossil Mold** – make plaster molds of common fossils

**Books, Posters, and Activities**
KCD Wildlife Education Service –  
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Birds and Owls Materials

Bird Mounts – Birds of Prey and Song Birds  
Articulated Bird Skeleton (pigeon)  
Feathers/Feather Display – different feathers represented

Bird Nests  
Bird Skulls – various available

Books, CDs, Posters, and Activities

Song Bird Kit

Song Birds in Tubes – check for availability  
    Bluebird  
    Robin  
    Brown Thrasher  
    Kingbird  
    Oriole  
    Articulated Bird Skeleton (pigeon)

Feathers/Feather Display  
Bird Nests  
Books, CDs, Posters, and Activities

Owl Pellets – Jumbo Pellets allow 2 students/pellet

Owl Kit – available when you order pellets or alone  
    Owl Wing, Skull and Talon  
    Hawk Wing, Skull and Talon  
    Pigeon Skeleton  
    Rat Skeleton  
    Pellet Display  
    Bone Chart Master Sheets for replication  
    CD, Poster, Activity Pages  
    Assorted Activity Materials

Owl Mount when available
**Mammals**

**Mammal Mounts** – woodchuck, beaver, river otter, bobcat, mink, armadillo, badger, coyote, fox, etc

**Bison Pelt and Skull** – full size

**Skins and Skulls** – set of common mammal pelts and skulls
  bobcat, coyote, fox, skunk, raccoon, opossum
  will include either beaver or rabbit and either:

**Articulated Rat Skeleton**

**Bat Skeleton**

**Miscellaneous Pelts and Partial Pelts and Skulls** - badger, squirrel, swift fox, grey fox, muskrat, grizzly bear, black bear, pronghorn antelope, big horn sheep, deer: wt, mule, elk

**Antlers**

**Extirpated Wildlife** –
  mountain lion pelt, skull and replitrack
  wolf pelt, skull and replitrack
  information

**Bat Kit** –
  Plastomount: whole and skeleton
  Video
  Activity Book and Pages

**Replitracks** – rubber castings of tracks for stamping
  call for all available (too many to list)

**Replitrack Kit** – 12 tracks on wood blocks with stamp sheet
  armadillo, bobcat, coyote, deer, fox, opossum,
  rabbit, raccoon, skunk, squirrel, crow, and duck

**Replimolds** – make plaster track molds: deer, fox, mink,
  opossum, porcupine, jack rabbit, grey squirrel

**Mammal Plaster Cast Kit** – molds of complete body: bear,
  beaver, rabbit, raccoon, skunk, squirrel

**Books, Posters, and Activities**